166th MICKLEOVER CUB PACK
Hello to all Cub Parents and Carers,
Hoping this letter finds you all well and happy.
Following the National Youth Association and Scout Association guidelines we are able to resume
Face to Face meetings after Easter. After discussion with all the leaders, it has been decided the
Cubs will return on 27th April at our HQ. We will be holding the meetings in the marquees in our
grounds in accordance with the guidelines.
In order for the Cubs to attend F2F it is essential the forms we requested in our recent Email are
completed and returned. We are absolutely forbidden by the Scout Association to allow any young
person to attend without them. We really do not want to have to refuse any Cubs who wish to
return, but without the forms we will have no choice. Thank You to those who have returned them
already.
Contacts Update Form link here

Declaration to Return to F2F Scouting link here

Any Parents who would prefer their Cub to wait a while before returning F2F please get in touch so
we can keep the names on the register. There is no pressure to return at this time. Can we also ask,
any Cubs who no longer wish to be kept on the register, please let us know so we can offer their
place to a child on the waiting list.
We are planning a meeting for Parents via Zoom on 6th April 7pm.
Meeting Id 99186408564
Password 174027
to run through our plans for the extra measures we have introduced to conform to Government
guidelines. Please make every effort to log on as there will be important information regarding
arrivals/departures and safety procedures during the pack meetings. If you could comment on the
Whatsapp group if you are able to attend to give us an idea how many to expect please.
We are planning a Virtual Sleepover the weekend of 23/25th April which is the weekend before we
go back F2F. This will involve the Cubs either sleeping in a tent outside or creating a den to sleep
indoors. This can be in any form they choose, the only criteria is it cannot be in their bed!!!!! We
will hopefully have various Zoom sessions throughout the weekend with activities we can complete
together and the theme is of course St George. The Cubs will earn two nights away with this
weekend as well as various other elements of badge work. More information will be posted on the
Cubs Whatsapp chat in the next week or so.
I would just like to say how much we are looking forward to welcoming the Cubs back to F2F
meetings, albeit slightly differently to normal.
Looking forward to seeing you (on screen) on 6th April
Best Wishes
The Cub Leaders

